
▪ Companies may post on non-ento-specific platforms, like Monster or 

Craigslist. Inform your advisors and colleagues that you are interested in 

industry jobs to improve your chances of spotting relevant positions.

▪ Interviews are short and to the point – convey what you offer and why 

you are interested in short impactful statements. You may not be 

required given the opportunity to give an hour-long research seminar!

▪ Industry moves fast – job offers may come the week after interviewing. 

The downside to quick notification is that companies often won’t wait for 

you to graduate or complete your current contract before hiring.

▪ At ALK Source Materials, we provide source materials for allergy 

immunotherapy drugs, including pollens, house dust mites, and 

insect venom

▪ In Process Science Development, we design and conduct studies to 

improve our commercial processes. As an ecologist/entomologist 

with a background in agricultural pest management, my roles are: 

▪ expert in arthropod-related subjects, especially dust mites

▪ advisor for experimental design and analysis

▪ advisor for agricultural management related to pollen farming 

and collection

▪ facilitator in collaborations with our international partners

▪ In pharmaceuticals, prepare for:

▪ less intellectual freedom, but freedom from the tenure track

▪ fewer publication opportunities, but no “publish or perish” 

mentality

▪ a HIGHLY regulated environment – detail oriented people will do 

well!

▪ attention to stakeholder needs

▪ lots of meetings

▪ few/no entomology/ecology colleagues – you will be the go-to for 

any entomology related questions!

▪ My background before starting at ALK:

▪ PhD in ecology (plant-insect interactions)

▪ 2 postdocs (4 years) in sustainable agriculture and pest 

management

Don’t let specifics 

(“what do I know about 

dust mites??”) obscure 

the transferable skills 

employers value
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What they are looking forThe industry

Keys to getting here

Doing the job – where I spend my time

“the entomologist leverages field research 

experience and advanced entomological 

knowledge to optimize growth of house dust 

mites”

…

“leadership in entomology research; team-

oriented; strong understanding of common 

analytical methods, statistics and study design; 

ability to interpret data and draw conclusions 

with little supervisory oversight; strong problem 

solving skills and good communication skills”

2-page (double spaced) cover letter:

▪ Education and research background

▪ Current role and duties

▪ Transferable skills: teamwork, data collection, grants and papers, 

statistics, communication, stakeholder engagement, outreach, 

diversity and inclusion

▪ How I would be an asset to the company and why I am excited for 

the opportunity

2-page resume:

▪ SUMMARY (3-4 sentences) – what I am  (agro-ecologist studying 

plant-pest-natural enemy interactions), years of experience, 

numbers of papers and presentations, link to my research website 

EDUCATION 

▪ PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS – one paragraph for each very 

clearly describing projects, my roles, and specific outcomes 

▪ SKILLS 

▪ PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

Allergen collections of tree pollen, grass pollen, and venom.

Don’t wait for publications/grants/etc. to get a 

research website. Post photos, interests, goals, 

and projects. Employers will see your interests 

and how you can fit into their team.

Much of my time is spent at a computer or in the lab with the mites. 

The facility houses labs, orchard/greenhouses, production space, and 

offices. I work with a great team of development scientists, we get out 

of the lab once in a while.

C

Encouragement & confidence – I didn’t initially 

think I fit the job description. Rethink your assets 

broadly and give yourself a chance

Planning & time – I sought out and trained for non-

academic jobs for years. Determine what your target 

industry values and work to acquire those skills

Environment – If possible, find departments and 

advisors who will help you to find industry positions

And finally…YES I like my job and NO I don’t regret 

leaving academia


